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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 One Great Year, December Kit 2015 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 Backer Board (cut cardboard piece from kit packaging to 2-1/4" x 3-1/4") 

 139163 Gold Metal Clip from past Paper Pumpkin kit,  Filled With Love (still available for purchase) 

 Acrylic 4" x 6" horizontal photo frame (found at Walmart) 

 Sticky note pad (2": x 1-1/2" 
 

Instructions: 
1. Insert 4" x 6" decorative printed panel into the photo frame 
2. Wrap 22" of gold twine around frame and tie in a bow (position right of center for now.) 
3. Stamp "month" onto each calendar page 
4. Cut a 2-1/4" x 3-1/4" piece of the "backer board" that comes in your kit (that's cardboard piece that is at 

the bottom of the shrink wrapped kit.  Trim small triangle section off all four corners. 
5. Clip entire stack of finished calendar pieces onto backer board with gold metal clip.  Flip over and adhere 

"double stacked" Stampin' Dimensionals to the backer board.  (Note: to double stack Dimensionals - 
place down one, then pull off backing and 
place another one on top of it.)  This will allow 
enough room to be able to easily remove the 
clip when changing to the next month.  Now 
adhere "clip piece" to photo frame (make sure 
the previously tied ribbon can still move freely. 

6. Stamp "2016" onto banner die cut and adhere 
to frame with Stampin' Dimensionals.  Slide 
twine/bow to inside the lower left corner of the 
banner.  Adhere flower die cuts with Stampin' 
Dimensionals. 

7. Attach Sticky Note Pad (should be able to just 
self-stick, but if it doesn't stay...use SNAIL 
adhesive for a little extra help) 

8. See "make your own gift box" below, designed 
to fit the photo frame calendar 

9. Enjoy! 
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Make Your Own Gift Box 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 One Great Year, December Kit 2015 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 136714 Wish Big, past Paper Pumpkin Kit (still available for purchase) 

 100730 Whisper White Cardstock (2) 7-1/4" x 9-1/2" 

 122334 Simply Scored (or trimmer with scoring option) 

 134547 Gold Satin Ribbon 

 132137 1/8" Handheld Circle Punch 

 119868 1" Circle Punch 
 

Instructions: 
1. Score both pieces of 7-1/4" x 9-1/2" Whisper White cardstock as follows:  with 7-1/4" side against top of 

score tool, score at 1-1/2" & 5-3/4".  Turn and score at 1-1/2" & 8".   
2. Fold both pieces on all four sides and cut on scored lines up to intersecting scored line on both pieces 

(red lines as shown on Gift Box Template on the next page) - 
plus cut a little more away...like a thin "V" into the corner 
pieces.   

3. Box Bottom:  assemble box putting adhesive on the outside 
of the corner pieces, fold them inwards, then fold up "end 
flap", lining up corners nice, straight and tight.   

4. Box Top:  use 1" punch and punch out a half circle from the 
2 longer sides of the box (see photo).  Assemble box putting 
adhesive on the outside of the corner pieces, fold them 
inwards, then fold up "end flap", BUT INSTEAD of making 
the corners "tight", match them up just a smidge looser 
(away from the edge corner of the box).  This will make your 
box top slighter larger and should fit a little easier over the 
box bottom. 

5. Decorate with ribbon & banner 
6. Give to someone special for them to enjoy! 
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Gift Box Template 

 

 
 
* not to scale 
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Storage Case Gift Box 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 One Great Year, December Kit 2015 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 136714 Wish Big, past Paper Pumpkin Kit (still 

available for purchase) 

 127551 Wood Mount Storage Case 

 134547 Gold Satin Ribbon 

 132137 1/8" Handheld Circle Punch 
 

Instructions: 
1. Put completed calendars with gold stand on top and 

close case 
2. Wrap 30" of Gold Satin Ribbon around case and tie 

off in a bow 
3. Stamp greeting from Big Wish kit onto banner.   
4. Adhere flower with Stampin' Dimensional. 
5. Adhere a small gold banner off the edge of each side of the banner 
6. Punch 1/8" hole and thread 10" of gold twine through hole.  Tie onto to gold ribbon.  (optional:  use a 

Stampin' Dimensional to adhere right side of banner to case, to stay in place) 
7. Give to someone special for them to enjoy! 
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Thanks Banner Note Card 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 One Great Year, December Kit 2015 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 136714 Wish Big, past Paper Pumpkin Kit (still available for purchase) 

 131527 Whisper White Note Cards & Envelopes 

 129399 Tea Lace Paper Doilies  

 139083 Handheld Stapler 

 135847 Mini Silver Staples 
 

Instructions: 
1. Adhere large gold banner to folded Note Card. 
2. Mount "thanks" greeting in a "curved" fashion to a 

clear block (from Wish Big kit), and adhere to card 
with Stampin' Dimensionals. 

3. Adhere a small piece of doily just under stamped 
banner. 

4. Staple 9" piece of twine from kit to just under the 
inside lower left corner of the banner.  Tie in a bow. 

5. Adhere yellow flower with glue dot and purple flower 
with Stampin' Dimensionals. 

6. Enjoy! 
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For You Banner Note Card 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 One Great Year, December Kit 2015 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 136714 Wish Big, past Paper Pumpkin Kit 

(still available for purchase) 

 131527 Whisper White Note Cards & 
Envelopes 

 133644 Lost Lagoon Ink Pad 

 131181 Soft Sky Ink Pad 

 129399 Tea Lace Paper Doilies  

 132983 Gold Sequin Trim 

 

Instructions: 
1. Stamp greeting from Wish Big kit with Lost Lagoon ink. 
2. From the leftover gold banners sheet, trim an edge piece 

to 3", then "banner cut" each end and adhere to back of 
stamped banner.  Also adhere small piece of doily to 
banner.    

3. With banner flipped over - attach a Stampin' 
Dimensionals to each end of the banner.  Don't adhere to 
card yet. 

4. Wrap gold metallic thread around three fingers about 4 
times.  Pull off fingers and arrange onto one of banner's 
back side dimensionals.  It's OK to a have a "messy" 
look, no one will see the back.  Now adhere to card. 

5. Use Soft Sky Ink to stamp 3-dotted image (be careful that 
your block is clean.  Wipe off any excess ink from the 
block before stamping onto your card.) 

6. Adhere blue flowers to card with Stampin' Dimensionals. 
7. Pull off three gold sequins from trim and adhere with glue dots. 
8. Enjoy! 
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